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1. Introduction

Styl e in literatu re has bee n the most
uniqu e way of expressing the authors'

jdeas. It is one of the authors' identities.
one that d istinguishes a g iven autho r
from another. Apart from that. sty le is also
one of the lines which shou ld be drawn
when the idea of the do main of literatu re
is to be identified in contrast with thoseot
social and natural sc iences. Wh~e a pre
cise and compact language is required to
make a descript ion in the sciences. the
language of literature is the othe r way
around. Style plays a distinctive role in
the language of literature. It is "another
way of saying" thi ngs. This is to say that
both "what is said" and "how it is said
- "which are stud ied under stylistics- ex
ist in any wor\( of literature, that both are
not to be taken for granted. and that the

vay ot saying it" is often more important
than the thing said. The later often leads
to the differences in the appreciatio n of
literary works on the part of the readers.

In the appreciation of works of lttera
ture. the aesthetic aspects of the wor1<s
are attributed to the relations between
those ' whar' ard -how,· either in the term
of a contradiction or harmony between
them. One or beth typ es of relations rom
manly exist in any 'Nark. These relations
are studied in stylistics being the "objec
tive" or · scientific" metred of analysis of
the style of literary texts (Abrams, 1981:
192).

Consisting of twenty two lines and
written by Percy Bysshe Shetley, "Musi::
was chosen aatne topic of the study. The
focus of the study will be on the relation
between the meanings of the poem and
its style. The study Isaimed at seeing the
uniqueness of the poem's style.

One shou ld bear in mind. however,
that it is almost out of the question to
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rome to understand the style of "Musi::
without being able to grasp the meanings
of the poem. SimUarty, the later is non
sensjcat without figuring out the real ex
perience undergone by the poet and un
deriying the poem. This is true especial ly
of Shelley who belongs to the so-celled
"Romantic" movement, one that is co n
sidered to have laid emphasis on the
poet's ind ividual express ion in literary
wo rks.

The last two arguments should shed
light on the type of approach that Is used
in the appreciation. In this respect,
Wellek and Warren's Extrinsic and Intrin
sic Approaches are picked out to be the
atternative for the appreciation. The for
mer deals with the relation between the
poet's experience and poem, leading to
the revelation of the poem's meanings;
the later concerns the meanings and
ways of expressing them, this bei ng the
true bust-ness of literary aesthetics.

In con nexion with that, the presented
items wou ld be, f irst th ings fir st, the
pharaph rasing of the poem to reveal the
poet's ways of th inking and experiences
as figuratively expressed th rough the
worX. Then follows the anatysls on the
relation between the meanings and style.
Ending the study will be the ronclusion,

. after whi::h the poem is annexed.

2. The Poet's Experience

The first line tells us the "I" who is in
the aJmost-despaired state. It Is the poet
who pants for the music which is divine,
being 'the know1edge of that which re
lates to love in harmony and rhythm
(Glover, 1951:839). The music pointslo
the knowledge whic h leads 10the love of
God through these two principl es. Love
is interpreted as the union between two
adverse things as a rhythm-being the
first principle-whi::h is ' produced from
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